Did you know your library has access to the world’s largest archive of **engineering & technology videos**?

Yours to view today at

www.i.et.tv
Your library has signed up to IET.tv, providing you with the opportunity to;

- Access a huge range of engineering and technology video content
- Learn from today's top thought leaders from inspirational events and expert communities
- Stay up-to-date with cutting edge industry information
- Participate in live webcasts with IET prestigious presenters

Don't miss out, tune in today! www.iet.tv

On IET.tv you can access 15 different technical and partner channels including:

9 specialist channels:
- Communications
- Control
- Electronics
- IT
- Power
- Management
- Manufacturing
- Transport
- Healthcare Technology

6 informative and engaging channels:
- News from the IET
- Research seminars
- Corporate presentations and showcases
- IBC (International Broadcasting Convention) partner channel
- National Instruments partner channel
- IET Inspec